Quality. Success. Career. These are the three words that account why students are motivated to go to school. They believe that these words will only be attained at the end of the track lead by education.

However, the journey itself is filled with hardships and challenges that students must overcome. One of these challenges has already discouraged thousands of students. What will happen to a student if the school that is supposed to be his home treated him unfairly? What will happen if his classmates who were supposed to be his siblings were bullies?

Schools play a huge role in children's lives, development, and socialization process. Next to students' home, schools are expected to continue and amplify the lessons that they first acquire at home. They are expected to expose students to a greater social diversity. These schools teach students to gain friends, create memories, wonder, experience new things and acquire knowledge and skills that they will be needing later in life. For most students, schooling is fun. For some, it is tiring. But for those students who are in the corner, sitting quietly in their chairs, doing their own stuff while watching for the class, schooling is somehow unfair.

Bullying comes in many forms and is getting worse. It depicts a common situation where the strong one makes fun of the weak one. Through words, actions and other gestures that show the power of a bully, these weak students usually encounter harder situations that their parents don't usually know. They are harmed verbally, physically
and treated differently among others. These experiences will forever be in the minds and hearts of these students.

Bullying must stop. It is not a simple conflict among students. It causes deeper damage than physical wounds; it can discourage dreamers and even take lives.
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